Timetable
9.30: 12.30 Presentations 1
Welcome & Introduction
Tortured Artist as Alchemist
Crosswire
Spectral Music of Radulescu
Sound Books
Alchemical Practice in Sound Art
Sounding John Dee's Monas Hieroglyphica

Dafydd Roberts
Sharron Kraus
Ed Wright
Francis Heery
Amy Sterly
Ryan Jordan
Phil Legard

12.30:1.00 Lunch
Exhibition

Pen Dinas
Summers Room

1.10: 3.10 Presentations 2
For the time being
Alchemical Apparatus for Alchemical Algorithms

Nature and Super Nature in Music
Sacred Geometry
Alchemical Process V1
Data Nekyia

Jenn Kirby
Alan Chamberlain,
Pip Wilcox, David De
Roure
Katherine Betteridge
Magnus Jennson
Thomas Gerwin
Ben Freeth

3.10: 3.40 Coffee Break
3.45: 5.00 Presentations 3
Lead~Gold
Cerebral Mutterings
Aqua Rebecca

Looking Forward: LVOF2 The Paradise Within

Duncan Chapman
Simon Kilshaw
Ben Osborn, Rachel
Margetts, Bethan
Lloyd
Dafydd Roberts

5.00 Exhibition

Summers Room

6.00: 6.45 Reception and Exhibition (by invitation)
7.00: 8.30 Pyrotechny Asserted

Y Drwm
Y Drwm

7.00: 8.30 Pyrotechny Asserted

Y Drwm

WAVES
Sonic Alchemist
Portrait A
Byzantine
Untitled
Entelekheia
Untitled
Untitled

Petra Dubach & Mario
Stelios Giannoulakis
Anna Terzaroli
Nicole Caroll
Andrew Leslie Hooker
Our glassie Azoth
Electroscope
Rhodri Davies

Artist Information
Petra Dubach & Mario van Horrik
In 1983 began the collaboration between the artist couple Petra and Mario. WAVES is an ongoing
research project. The basic concept is that there is no difference between movement and sound: if there
is no movement nothing can be found, if there is no sound, nothing is moving. WAVES investigates the
artistic implementation of vibration feedback, subsonic feedback, acoustic feedback, double feedback
and combinations of these.
In 2011 we were invited to give a concert at the Echofluxx Festival in Trafacka in Prague. We tensed 2
long strings between the walls, each string was attached to a so called bass shaker. A bass shaker
reproduces the sound frequencies in the form of vibrations. With a semielectric guitar and a mike we
created a double feedback system. Stansing waves filled the space and enabled us to 'extend' our
instruments into the space. In this way Mario for instance was able to 'play' the space just by slowly
moving around holding his guitar.
The alchemy comes from the fact that physical actions and results no longer seem to have causality.
Moving around slowly while holding a guitar, and changing feedback sounds, misses the causality that
strumming the guitar resulting in guitar sounds has.
Shot by Dan Senn, the director of the Echofluxx Festival see the video here: https://vimeo.com/53594711

Stelios Giannoulakis
Born Athens, Greece 1971. Composes, performs and produces music with digital and
analogue meida, solo or through various collaborations, often to include dance, video,
installation, theatre and interactivity. With an electronic and biomedical engineering
background and extensive practical research in contemporary music and sound design (M.A>
Digital Music Technology Keele University, Ph.D. in Electroacoustic Composition Bangor
University). His works have been performed in festivals around the world and have gained
international composition awards (Bouregs 1999/2002, SAN Jeu de Temps 2003, Society for
Promotion of New Music 2002/2005). Founding member of HELMCA (Hellenic Electroacoustic
Music Composers Association)
http://steliosgiannoulakis.wordpress.com
This work started with the mental image of a sonic alchemist experimenting on weird sonic
substances and audible compounds. He plays with home made instruments and
contraptions, not caring about much else other than the joy of doing just that. Interacting
closely with his material, it almost feels like he is having long intimate conversations with his
sound creations. Perhaps he is having these conversations with himself, as mirrored onto the
sonic world he is progressively surrounding himself with. After a while he realizes that he has
been creating something which has a life of its own, something that very soon takes on new
and unexpected properties...What is the meaning in all that, he asks. Is there actually any
meaning? In his creative journey of personal discovery and invention our hero stops trying to
reason or explain. His work exists just to be experienced and reimagined through some
personal esoteric process beyond language, beyond words. Well, it is just sound. Or is it?

Anna Terzaroli
This electroacoustic music focuses on sound marks of a sonic landscape. It embodies a
sense of history beyond itself. Beyond the analysis of the used recordings, there is a history
that is personal. The piece aims to examine and explore the transformative possibilities of the
computer music.
Anna Terzaroli holds a Master's degree and a Bachelor's degree in Electronic Music under the
supervision of Nicola Bernardini from the Santa Cecilia Conservatory (Dept. of New
Technologies and Musical Languages) in Rome, where she is currently completing her
Composition studies with Francesco Telli. As a composer she is dedicated to contemporary
acoustic and electroacoustic music. Her musical works are selected and performed in many
concerts and festivals in Italy and abroad while her research works in the field of Computer
music and Electroacoustic Music are presented in international conferences. She is a
member of the AIMI (Italian Computer Music Association) board

Nicole Caroll
Nicole Carroll is a composer, performer, sound designer, and builder based in Providence, RI.
Her work spans installation, improvisation, and xed media performance. She is active as a
sound designer and composer in theater, performs electronic music under the alias “n0izmkr,”
and builds custom synthesizers, controllers, and performance sensor systems. Other
research interests include soft circuits and wearable sensors, and AV synthesis on mobile
devices and embedded systems. Through her work, she seeks to reconcile the natural world
with technology. Themes found in her work derive from reections on nature, supernatural
phenomenon and occult philosophies, literature, and the human psyche. Nicole holds an M.M.
and B.M. in Composition from Bowling Green State University and Arkansas State University,
respectively. She is currently pursuing a Ph.D. in Computer Music and Multimedia at Brown
University. www.nicolecarrollmusic.com
My compositional work is inspired by divination folklore and hermetic occult philosophies. I
primarily work with tarot and W.B. Yeats’s A Vision. My compositional system for live
performance draws on chance procedures from the tarot, and static correspondences of the
lunar cycle from Yeats’s system. The moon phases and their correspondences as outlined in
Yeats’s esoteric system are combined with the characterizations of the major arcana, and the
trajectories of the minor arcana to determine form, texture, rhythmic relationships, and
processing parameters within the piece. Layers and motives interact with one another
depending upon tarot card relationships as they are drawn during performance.

Andrew Leslie Hooker
Andrew Leslie Hooker was born in England in 1962. He is a filmmaker and composer of
electroacoustic music currently living, studying and working in North Wales.He began his
career in music journalism and photography/graphicdesign, collaborating with various art and
fashion publications, record labels and theatre companies. He has exhibited paintings,
photographic works and experimental films in various galleries throughout Europe and the
United States and was included (as filmmaker) in the 49th Venice Biennale. At the present
time, having recently completed an MMus in electroacoustic composition at Bangor University
of North Wales, he is seeking to continue his studies as a doctoral student whilst
contemporaneously working on various dance projects, music collaborations and extended
cinema pieces. His film works and compositions are published by Entr'acte (London/Antwerp)
Past, recent and current collaborators include: Gavin Bryars, Manuel Zurria/Alter Ego, Philip
Jeck, John Duncan (Allquestions), Valerio Tricoli, Jon Wozencroft (Touch), Cosey Fanni Tutti,
Stefano Pilia, Nico Vascellaris/Carlos Casas (Von Archives) Aleksander Gabrys, Seijiro
Murayama, Anoikis Contemporary Dance, 3/4HadBeenEliminated, Giuseppe Ielasi, Penny
Rimbaud, Eve Libertine, Anton Lukoszevieze, Edward Lucie~Smith, Achille Bonito Oliva,
Graham Dunning and Rose McDowall
Our glassie Azoth
Dafydd Roberts has made music as Our glassie Azoth since 1993. His music has been played
by John Peel, Adam Walton (BBC) and Ed Pinsent (Resonance FM). Biba Kopf in The Wire
describes Our glassie Azoth’s first CD as “a fabulous delirium of competing frequencies”.
Subsequent releases were "Emerging at some distant extreme of experimentation...Weird,
wonderful alchemy" (Tom Ridge, The Wire) and "An astonishing meditation of noise
suggesting Dr John Dee at work in his reverbatory, amazed and terrified by the unstoppable
power he has unleashed" (Ed Pinsent, The Sound Projector). Dafydd’s music has appeared
under various names on full length CDs, limited edition vinyl 7” and subscription series 12”
and compilations on Plate Lunch, Camera Obscura, Earworm, Ochre, Spiffing, Ptolemaic
Terrascope and Octane Grammophon.
http://ourglassieazoth.bandcamp.com/

Electroscope
Electroscope have been described as “Glasgow's own magicians of marginal music”.
Featuring John Cavanagh (Phosphene) and Gayle Brogan (Pefkin), they create swirling
psych~outs of archaic synths, acoustic echoes and a vortex of vocals. Joining them in Wales
will be the marvellous Ceylan Hay (Bell Lungs, Sonically Depicting) and the beast (John’s
VCS3). As the late Lee Jackson put it “Electroscope offers engrossing, uncluttered sound
baths that are as undeniably human as they are strange, ephemeral, dreamlike”.
Rhodri Davies
Rhodri Davies was born in 1971 and lives in Swansea, South Wales. He plays harp, electric
harp, live-electronics and builds wind, water, ice, dry ice and fire harp installations. He has
released four solo albums: Trem, Over Shadows, Wound Response and An Air Swept Clean
of All Distance. His regular groups include: HEN OGLEDD (with Richard Dawson and Dawn
Bothwell), Cranc, a duo with John Butcher, The Sealed Knot, Common Objects and a trio with
John Tilbury and Michael Duch. He has recorded, toured and/or performed with the following
artists: David Sylvian, Jenny Hval, Mark Fell, Kahimi Karie, Laura Cannell, Lina Lapelyte,
Sachiko M, Bill Orcutt, Jim O’Rourke, Ben Patterson, Christian Marclay, David Toop and John
Zorn.
In 2008 he collaborated with the visual artist Gustav Metzger on ‘Self-cancellation’, a largescale audio-visual collaboration in London and Glasgow. New pieces for solo harp have been
composed for him by: Eliane Radigue, Philip Corner, Phill Niblock, Christian Wolff, Alison
Knowles, Mieko Shiomi and Yasunao Tone. In 2012 he was the recipient of the Foundation for
Contemporary Arts, Grants to Artists Award and since 2016 is a Chapter Associate Artist.
www.rhodridavies.com

Presentations
Sharron Kraus
Art as Alchemy: Abstract Sharron Kraus sharron.kraus@gmail.com
I am interested in the relationship between suffering and art. As an artist I draw heavily on
dark themes and dark states of mind, yet what I think of as the stereotype of the Tortured
Artist has never seemed an accurate image for the relationship between life and art; for the
way I feel about my own work. In this paper I'll explore and contrast the idea of the Tortured
Artist with that of the Artist as Alchemist. The Tortured Artist image is a pervasive one and
there are plenty of artists who seem to fit this stereotype. Must artists suffer for their art,
though? And must their suffering be ongoing or can it be transcended, transformed? The idea
of art as alchemy, as a way of transmuting the 'base materials' of sadness, loss, depression
and darkness into something golden, is a more optimistic and inspiring model of creativity,
and one that gives us a way of understanding why art is so important to us.
Link to work: sharronkraus.bandcamp.com
Sharron Kraus is a folk musician and composer inspired by traditional music, psychedelia,
horror soundtracks, surrealism, mythology, and gothic and magical literature. She has
released six solo albums, the first of which, Beautiful Twisted, was named by Rolling Stone
Magazine in their Critics’ Top Albums of 2002. As well as her solo work, Sharron has recorded
an album of traditional songs – Leaves From Off The Tree – with Meg Baird and Helena
Espvall of Espers, written an album of songs to celebrate the seasons of the year – Right
Wantonly A~Mumming – which was recorded with some of England’s finest traditional folk
singers including Jon Boden and Fay Hield – as well as recording and performing as a duo –
Rusalnaia – with Ex Reverie’s Gillian Chadwick, with Tara Burke (Fursaxa) as Tau Emerald
and with Irish free~folk collective United Bible Studies. Sharron has been featured in The
Wire, fRoots, Uncut, The Sound Projector and Dirty Linen, and is one of the musicians
focused on in Jeanette Leech’s Seasons They Change: The Story of Acid, Psych and
Experimental Folk. She has appeared on Radio 3’s ‘The Verb’, and recorded sessions for
BBC Radio Scotland, BBC Radio Shropshire, 6Music, and independent radio stations across
the US. She has a Doctorate in Philosophy from the University of Oxford and has written on
many themes, including creating music in response to landscape; Harry Smith and the
weirdness of folk music; magic as portrayed in children's literature and The Wicker Man.

Ed Wright
Crosswire for electric violin and live processing
Crosswire is a piece of music, manifested as a computer program. Historically many of the
artefacts of musical creation have been almost interchangeable with the actions that they
represent, CD recordings and notated sheet music spring to mind. In addition to this many of
the systems set down by composers to create a piece of music are sets of parameters or
restrictions within which performers work and create new, fresh interpretations. This becomes
clear when considering the almost total lack of volume, timbral, or articulatory information
written down in a Bach fugue or the defining nature of the chord progression in many types of
jazz. Crosswire builds on these phenomena and rather than being a computer program
designed as a way to facilitate the creation or execution of a piece of music, instead is the
piece of music.
The violin part is ‘freely’ improvised, and the output of the instrument is fed into the computer.
Within Crosswire the sound of the violin is analysed to provide information on the pitch of the
note being played, how loud it is and its harmonic content. This is then used to turn on or off a
number of different types of processors and from or break links between them. This is
displayed to the performer and audience as a hexagonal constellation.
Within this system the violin is played and its output is processed. The performer makes
judgements as to how progress based upon the sound coming out, thus entering a ‘strange
loop’ of interaction as the music played not only creates sonic material but also controls how
that material is transformed and presented to the world.
Edward Wright was born in Buckinghamshire in 1980 which makes him very old to some
people. He completed a practice based PhD in music in 2010 focusing on combining
electroacoustic and instrumental forces (read it here) with Professor Andrew Lewis at Bangor
University where he was a Parry Williams scholar.
His work is mainly focused towards the electroacoustic end of the musical spectrum although
he writes for and plays ‘real’ instruments as well. Highlights include; performances over seas
including mainland Europe and the U.S.A., 'mention' in the Prix Bourges for his piece
Con~Chords, a number of classical commissions, and airplay on BBC Radio 1 and S4C
television. Ed also curates the Oscilloscope concert series. Ed lives in North Wales with
Emma, their daughter Alena, Black Bess the stealth ninja pirate cat, and finds it very hard to
write about himself in the third person.

Francis Heery
The Spectral Music of Horatiu Radulescu : An Alchemical Perspective
This paper will examine the correspondences between alchemy and Spectral music, with a
focus on the work of composer Horatiu Radulescu (1942 – 2008). It will explore the dualism
that lies at the heart of both fields, where physics and metaphysics orbit one another, and
investigate the potential for both music and alchemy to integrate and transcend these
contrastive elements. Spectral music is a branch of late 20th century Western art music that
takes the harmonic series as its prime material. It developed in the wake of technological
advancements that allowed for the analysis of sound, whereby the frequencies that comprise
complex sounds, as well as their relative amplitude envelopes, could be accurately calculated,
and thus used as a radically new form of compositional material. With Spectral music the rigor
of scientific method is set alongside the more abstract and reticent tendencies of creative
endeavor.
In further exploring the correspondences between alchemy and Spectral music this paper will
draw on the theories and works of Spectral composer Horatiu Radulescu. A singular and
somewhat perplexing figure in post war composition, Radulescu’s techniques echo the
combination of abstruse and comprehensible, the mystical and the methodological so
common in alchemical thought. Radulescu was committed to the transcendent possibilities of
sound and his work suggests a radical destabilization of the conceptual border that separates
the listening subject from sound as object. Thus, Radulescu’s mystical treatment of sonic
spectra and the listening experience, acts as a metaphor for how alchemy’s exoteric and
esoteric aspects are neither contradictory nor antagonistic but rather, complimentary and
integrative.
Biography Francis Heery (b. 1980) is a composer, researcher and sound artist from Ireland.
He holds a Ph.D in Composition (University College Cork) and an M.Phil. in Music and Media
Technologies (Trinity College Dublin). He writes for both electronic and instrumental media
and his compositions and/or papers have featured in conferences and festivals in Europe and
the USA. His instrumental works have been performed by international players such as: the
JACK Quartet, Carin Levine, Pascal Gallois, the Talujon Percussion Ensemble and the Crash
Ensemble. His electronic music is released on Lamour Records, Farpoint Recordings and
Fort Evil Fruit. www.francisheery.com

Amy Sterly
Sound Books
Alchemy is the transformation from one state to another, a projection of the spiritual into
reality, an act of projection from an unconscious, involuntary process, to an awareness by
which we become conscious of ourselves. The alchemists were working with problems of a
physical nature, but were actually concerned with ideas of a spiritual nature. A course was set
for a spiritual awakening and the transformation of an object into a new idea of salvation.
Mineral becomes metal, ethereal becomes physical, word becomes sound. The alchemists
used a symbolic language in their writings to hide their work from outsiders. Their books
contained fantastical designs and symbols which could not be easily translated. The books
became sacred objects.
I would like to propose a 10 minute performance of ‘Sound Books’ where the books will be
transformed into objects that emit sound. The books will be wound, sprung, strummed,
slapped and thrown and a soundscape will evolve around the performer.
Amy Sterly is currently looking at interpreting narratives by creating sounds and images
through looking at everyday objects and how we interact with them. Originally a printmaker,
she has recently been working with books to create installations and performances with the
group Sound Book Project.
Originally from Chicago, Amy received a B.F.A. in drawing and sculpture from Rockford
College, Illinois in 1986. She moved to the U.K. in 1989 and has since exhibited throughout
the UK, Europe and the USA.

https://vimeo.com/sterly

Ryan Jordan
Alchemical Practice in Experimental Sound Art
Alchemy is often stated as being the precursor to chemistry, heavily laden in obscure imagery
and prose depicting recipes, procedures and techniques of the art. Modern chemistry tends to
focus on the material world whereas alchemy seemingly bridged the material and the spiritual.
In order to better understand the alchemists one must attempt to think like an alchemist, to
observe the change in things and oneself simultaneously. This requires a slight shift in our
current way of viewing and describing the world. Attention is drawn to the use of language,
imagery, symbolism and color in alchemical texts. Techniques employed by the alchemists are
still in practice today including the electronics industry which inevitably provides sound artists
with the tools of their art. This paper uses three examples of the authors artistic practice to
draw parallels between experimental sound art and alchemical practices. These include the
process and construction of solar cells and diodes made from copper which has been
extracted from malachite; the process and construction of magnetic audio tape made from
magnetite and hematite; and the alchemical decoding of the basilisk, mythological king of the
serpents which has been said to be able to kill a man by its gaze, breath, or its smell and that
its touch and breath can burst rocks. These examples are all used in the authors live
experimental music and sound art performances and all adhere to well known alchemical
practices such as transmutation, distillation and putrefaction. References are also drawn from
published research on alchemical texts, current scientific articles relating to various materials
used in the above practical examples, and related artworks including historic figures such as
Kircher, Newton, Pliny The Elder, Paracelsus, Al~Rāzī and Theophilus.
Biography: Ryan Jordan is an artist whose work explores noise and a crude, literal approach
to DIY electronics. Recent projects include the creation of sound generating devices
constructed with raw metals and mineral ores. The devices are then used in live audiovisual
performances utilising high volume noise and powerful stroboscopic light in an attempt to
create hallucinatory phenomena within the audience members. He has performed at festivals,
concerts and conferences in the UK, Europe, America and China. He also runs NNNNN /
noise=noise, an experimental noise research laboratory and live performance platform
operating as an open place for people to experiment with electronic music and art. He is
currently undertaking a PhD at the School of Creative Media, City University of Hong Kong
and Visiting Researcher at IXDM's Critical Media Lab, Basel.
Links: http://ryanjordan.org/
http://nnnnn.org.uk/
Contact: ryan@nnnnn.org.uk

Phil Legard
In the key of Dee: Sounding John Dee's Monas Hieroglyphica
In an address to Maximilian II, which prefaces his Monas Hieroglyphica (1564), John Dee
emphasises that the Monad is not only an alchemical device, but a universal one, with the
potential to revolutionise all the arts and sciences. Amongst the examples given are
applications to geography, astronomy and music, of which Dee writes:
“How justly may the musician be struck with wonder when here he will perceive inexplicable,
celestial harmonies without any movement and sound.” (Josten 1964, 130~1)
Dee’s harmonic conception of the Monad may be interpreted as a progenitor to later
alchemical traditions in which music plays an underrated part: music was not only the audible
expression of the mathematical, rational world of the celestial spheres, but also of influences
the soul, the preparation of which is a necessity for the Great Work (Forshaw 2010, 175). In
alchemical practice, ‘speculative music’ potentially bridges the spheres of nature and
theology, labour and oratory.
This presentation will summarise the historical and contemporary implications of a musical
reading of Dee’s Monad. Commencing with a survey of John Dee’s own musical experience
and readings, it will contextualize the philosophical connections between the Monad, alchemy,
magic, music, geometry and astronomy.
I will also explore Dee’s Monad into more contemporary areas, based on my use
of the text and symbol in my own composition and music~making. The compositional and
technological approaches behind a number of my own pieces will be outlined, for example:
spectral transformation and the Monad’s proportions in The Great Chord (2012); the
relationship between geomancy and the Monad in Horizon of Eternity (2006); the Monad as a
graphical sequencer in Hieroglyphic Pathwork (2016); and the use of alchemical cabala in the
work of Dee and Pantheus in Osiro Ngatso Nutu Marthek Dei (2016). Many of these works
use the aesthetic of drone to provide sonifications of alchemical and Monadic concepts, to
create contemplative spaces in which to consider the relationship between alchemy, music
and the soul.
References Forshaw, Peter. 2010. ‘Oratorium~Auditorium~Laboratorium: Early Modern
Improvisations on Cabala, Music, and Alchemy’ in Aries, vol. 20.2, pp. 169~195.
Josten, C.H. ‘John Dee’s Monas Hireoglyphica’ in Ambix, vol. 12, pp.84~221.

Phil Legard is senior lecturer in music technology and music production in the School of
Film, Music and Performing Arts at Leeds Beckett University. His own compositional and
musical work is deeply invested in the inheritance of Renaissance occult philosophy, as well
as the use of both active imagination and technological experimentation as integral
approaches to creative work. Phil’s current research explores the use of inner journeys and
symbolism in music~making, and he recently published a paper on this theme entitled The
Bright Sound Behind the Sound in Interference, a multi~disciplinary journal for audio cultures.
Between 2001 and 2013 he recorded as Xenis Emputae Travelling Band, which fused
influences from John Dee, folklore and occult philosophy with psychogeography and on~site
improvisation. Since 2014 he has been recording under his own name, as well as
collaborating with Layla Legard as Hawthonn.
Website: http://larkfall.wordpress.com
Jenn Kirby
For the time being
The piece was commissioned for Mean Time and considers the women of 1916 and their
influence on Ireland of 2016. Mostly from listening to interviews and reading newspaper
clippings, including Bean na h~Eireann, I got an emotional impression of some of the women
of 1916 their impetuses, fears, strengths and challenges. I sensed frustration from a lack of
control, a pronounced sense of responsibility, a deep level of compassion for children, an
absence of pity, but a great deal of charity, and strength and conviction, despite uncertainty.
Rather than allow things remain as they were for the time being, the influential men and
women of 1916 had a pronounced focus on the now. The piece is my response and
embodiment of these impressions.
Whilst conceptually this piece has little to do with alchemy, the technical process of
electroacoustic compositional, for me often begins with choosing my 'ingredients'; the
chemicals that make up the composition. Although the individual elements, the sources,
samples and processes, are known and well understood, their interaction, convolution,
integration and separation are not. This communication between all these ingredients
invariably produce results that are difficult to precisely predict. This piece then is produced
after many interactions of materials in different orders and amounts.

Jenn Kirby is an Irish composer, based in Wales. She is a Programme Director and Lecturer
in Music at the University of Wales, Trinity Saint David, and holds a PhD in Composition from
Trinity College Dublin. Her work ranges from instrumental composition, to electroacoustic, to
laptop orchestra and the performance of live electronics, sound art and performance art.
Jenn's work explores elements of theatricality, humour and subversion. Her music has been
performed in Ireland, the United Kingdom, Austria, the Netherlands, Germany, Italy, Poland,
Canada, the United States and Mexico.
Jenn’s current projects include directing the Swansea Laptop Orchestra and coorganising
NAWR, a new music concert series in Swansea.

David De Roure , Pip Willcox , Alan Chamberlain
Interconnected Alchemy: An Apparatus for Alchemical Algorithms
We have assembled a set of tools~our alchemical apparatus~for creative exploration and
experiments in the interconnectedness of alchemy. These tools are used interactively to
design experiences which combine music, algorithms and literature, linked through numerical
and visual codes.
We bring this together with alchemical texts encoded for machine. To pursue our algorithmic
ambition, one of our texts is the 'Bakhshali manuscript', held in Oxford's Bodleian Library,
which is a remarkable birch bark manuscript that provides unique evidence for how the
earliest Indian mathematics was written~and provides the first evidence of the concept of
zero. The text is a collection of algorithms and sample problems in verse, with a commentary
explaining them in a combination of prose and numerical notation.
Interactive interconnection is provided by two forms of codes developed at University of
Nottingham. Muzicodes are an approach to incorporating machine-readable codes into music,
so that the performer and/or composer can flexibly define what constitutes a code, and
perform around it~the codes act as triggers to control an accompaniment or visuals during a
performance

Artcodes are visually beautiful images which encode numeric codes, resulting in the same
interactivity of a QR code while offering a more engaging and playful experience.
Acknowledgement
This research was supported through the following EPSRC project: Fusing Semantic and
Audio Technologies for Intelligent Music Production and Consumption (EP/L019981/1) &
Transforming Musicology, funded by the UK Arts and Humanities Research Council (AHRC)
under grant AH/L006820/1 in the Digital Transformations programme.
David De Roure
David De Roure is Professor of e~Research and Director of the Oxford e~Research Centre, a
multidisciplinary applied research centre at University of Oxford which has recently celebrated
10 years of innovation. Focused on advancing digital scholarship, David works closely with
multiple disciplines including social sciences (studying social machines), digital humanities
(computational musicology), and computer science (large scale distributed systems and social
computing).
Pip Willcox
Pip Willcox is the Head of the Centre for Digital Scholarship at the Bodleian Libraries,
University of Oxford. With a background in scholarly editing and book history, she is an
advocate for engaging new audiences for multidisciplinary scholarship and library collections
using digital methods and technologies. As a Senior Researcher at the Oxford e~Research
Centre she work on projects including Fusing Audio and Semantic Technologies for Intelligent
Music Production and Consumption and SOCIAM: The Theory and Practice of Social
Machines, and co~leads the multidisciplinary TORCH Critical Visualization network with
colleague Ségolène Tarte. Past projects include: Sprint for Shakespeare, a public campaign,
and the Bodleian First Folio.
Alan Chamberlain
Dr Alan Chamberlain is a Senior Research Fellow in the Mixed Reality Lab at Nottingham. He
has published numerous papers on many aspects of Human Computer Interaction. His
research interests relate to real~world problems as articulated by various communities of
practice and relate to Human Computer Interaction, Ethnography, Action Research,
Participatory Design, Digital Arts/Humanities, Community and Computing, and User
Engagement in order to support people in the practices of innovation and design. He
currently works on Fusing Audio and Semantic Technologies for Intelligent Music Production
and Consumption

Katherine Betteridge
Nature and Supernature
In this paper I propose to discuss short compositional ideas from 5 pieces of music composed
for my PhD, the title of the PhD being Nature and Supernature: A Portfolio of Compositions.
The compositions are:
Störnablick – for clarinet and piano/harpsichord Marie Laveau – for strings, electronics,
percussion and female voices (recording to be ready by March) Forest of Non~Ordinary
Reality – for shakuhachi flute, koto, hand percussion, cello, mobile phones and a sub bass
speaker The Rite of Hare – for wine glasses, clarinet choir playing multiphonics and a solo
clarinettist (and dancer) Belovodia – for violin, viola, cello, flute, clarinet, prepared piano and
vibraphone
I am interested in the idea that all music is basically alchemy, with wooden boxes, or wooden
or metal tubes transforming sound into something evocative, affecting sentient beings in
profound, emotional ways (non~humans included). The aim of my PhD (in music composition)
is to recreate what I feel to be the essence of specific places in the world, or periods in time
that intrigue me, through experimentation with sound in order to take the listener on a journey.
I often work with extended techniques on acoustic instruments, but also occasionally I work
with electronics and recordings of sounds taken from nature (the northern lights or frogs in a
swamp). I also often employ non music~related objects in order to contribute a different type
of essence to the pieces I write: mobile phones, wine glasses, a woollen glove, fishing~line
wire – always with the specific but subtle aim of creating sounds that come closer to how I
envisage the more ethereal aspects of a nature and supernature.
In this paper I would like to discuss the musical and atmospheric potential of combining
non~musical objects or recordings taken from nature, or electronics in an alchemical way with
acoustic musical instruments in order to create unique sounds, and during a concert to evoke
an unusual atmosphere of a specific imagined space. I have experimented with the idea that
stepping outside of the realm of typical performance practice can shift the expectations of
audience members and encourage a different type of concert experience leading to a more
open~minded approach to listening. I will discuss the specific non~musical objects and the
recordings I employ in my music and where the ideas of using these objects and sounds
came from, how they developed and how I notate them. I will also discuss the process of
bringing the objects together with musical instruments to create something new

Katherine Betteridge studied music at Bangor University, specialising in Performance and
Composition, where she gained a first class honours degree in 2005. She won the Drapers
Scholarship, enabling her to study for a Masters in Performance on the violin, which she
completed in 2007. Katherine continued to compose music for short films and for enjoyment
and in 2012 composed a piece that was broadcast on BBC Radio and was subsequently
invited to embark on a funded PhD in Composition studying under Professor Andrew Lewis.
Katherine’s PhD compositions include both acoustic and electronic elements, using
recordings of animals, birds, insects, the weather and radio wave recordings of outer space
events among other things. She focuses largely on extended techniques in her acoustic
writing, but still often adheres to a rough framework of tonality. She also often includes
elements of dramatic action, improvisation and special visual effects, such as lighting or
projections.
Katherine also plays the violin professionally, and has recorded at various BBC studios,
including BBC Maida Vale and has had performances played on BBC Radio Wales, S4C,
BBC Radio 2, Radio 6 and Radio 1. She has worked with Bryn Fon, Casi Wyn, Pwyll ap Sion,
Guto Puw and many pop and rock bands.

Magnús Jensson
“Geometry in architecture and music”
Classical or “sacred” geometry in the temple for the Ásatrú Fellowship of Iceland and in the
progression of the music piece Rögnvaldur Brúsason.
Magnús was born in Reykjavík 1972. He studied art, music and arhitecture in Reykjavík,
Aarhus and Berlin. Magnús is radical in his aproach, he is critical of the dominant traditions.
He considers the role of critical thinking and creativity to be the prevention of cultural
degeneration. In architecture Magnús has worked on projects rethinking the city and the
apartment. In music Magnús has worked on new systems of notation, comunicatios, tuning
and built new instruments. Magnús uses classical geometry in his architecture and in the
progression in his composition. In the design of the Temple for the Ásatrú Fellowship Magnús
uses the geographical location and the solar altitude to form the building aswell as systems of
classical proportions. The sun draws shadows on the walls uniqe for the sacred days of
peganisim. In many of Magnús’s music pieces a video projection shows the events in its
geometrical context while the music is being played.

Thomas Gerwin
Thomas Gerwin is a classically educated composer and sound artist. He came into
the field of electroacoustic music very early, later he intensively worked on soundscape composition and radio
art. Today he mostly works in his studio inter art project in Berlin, Germany, composes for concert performances,
dance, radio and film.
He is artistic director of the Berlin Loudspeaker Orchestra, Chamber Ensemble ad hoc
as well as of yearly sound art festival Internationales Klangkunstfest Berlin and
director of Institute for Multisensorial Arts.
His works are released and exhibited worldwide and have been awarded with several international prizes and
stipends.
More at: www.thomasgerwin.de
Alchemic Process VI (2005/2016)
This is the 5th movement of a longer radio piece (53 min.) dealing with the 4 elements and its alchemic
relationships and transformations. Movement 1~4 explores the elements for themselves by sound and the last
movement “The Alchemy of the 4 Elements” explores the alchemic process of gathering and intertransformation
of them to “produce gold” as metaphor for the alchemic possibility to create everything out of everything,
because each entity on earth is interlinked and referring to the same source of everything existing, the “prima
materia”.
Benjamin Freeth
Benjamin Freeth is a digital media artist based at Culture Lab, Newcastle University whose practice
incorporates sensor based technology, radio technology, computer code, sound, and moving image. His work
focuses largely on the creative potential for technology to be manipulated to create performances and
installation pieces exploring transformation, ritual, drone, and noise.
In the darkness and noise, we are confronted with our own human frailty overwhelmed by the immensity of the
universe …In the light and silence the horror of uncertainty, dread, anxiety and finitude… and somewhere
inbetween lie the interstices of knowledge of what we do and do not know about the universe and our place in it.
https://bcfreeth.wordpress.com/
http://dm.ncl.ac.uk/render11/2011/08/26/ben~freeth/

“In isolation, drif from edge to edge, rise and fall, data modulating on the wave, transforming
with time, oating on the open oceans of the unconscious psyche”
1/ Introduction
C. G. Jung used the concept of Nekyia as an integral part of his
analytical psychology: “Nekyia ... introversion of the conscious mind
into the deeper layers of the unconscious psyche”. For Jung, “the
Nekyia is no aimless or destructive fall into the abyss, but a meaningful
katabasis ... its object the restoration of the whole man”. A dark night
of the soul from which one emerges transformed and complete. Nekyia
relates to the frst step in the alchemical opus, “nigredo”, the blackening.
2/ Night Sea~Journey
Jung used the image of the Nekyia, of “the night journey on the sea”
~ “a descent into the dark, depths of the unconscious ... a journey to hell
and ‘death’” – emphasising that “the great arc of the night sea journey
comprises many lesser rhythms, lesser arcs on the same ‘primordial
pattern.’”
3/ Digital Media
Sensors measure the physical world ~vibrating waves converted to
quantifable electrical impulses. Analog to Digital converters transform
these physical pulses into digital ghosts. Having undergone this transformation any media can
shape shif into any other form.
4/ Data Nekyia
Tis project presents a digital and physical Nekyia. A physical data buoy
drifs through the night consumed by a vast ocean analogous to Jung’s
Nekyia conceptualisation. Various sensors aboard the buoy measure
water temperature / electrical conductance, acceleration (how the buoy
is moving upon the waves), hydrophones above and below the water
detect sound. Audio undergoes transformation to spectral data for
transmission. Tese spectra and data are relayed via radio online to a
computer. Here the data is sonifed ~i.e mapped to musically interesting
values. In a fnal act of transmutation these sonifcations are converted
into audio and played back on loudspeakers in a gallery space.
References
[1] C . G. Jung, Analytical Psychology (London 1976) p. 41
[2] Quoted in D. R. Grifn, Archetypal Process (1990) p. 118
[3] C. G. Jung, Psychology of the Unconscious (London 1944) p. 131, p. 156, p. 220
[4] J. Jacobi, Complex, Archetype, Symbol (London 1959) p. 18

Duncan Chapman
Duncan Chapman: Composer/Sound Artist regularly works with many leading music
organisations in the UK. A frequent traveller to more exotic locations with work in Japan,
Singapore & throughout Europe. Much of his work involves composing & devising work with
groups & often results in sound installations, recordings or multimedia performances. Current
& recent projects include: Co~directing a large scale performance project for Casa da Música
(Porto) : Projects with the St Andrews Voices festival in Fife : 7 journeys to stillness : (BCMG)
: Collaborations with DMU developing software for educational contexts : Dark Januaries, an
annual personal composition project with Isabel Jones : But where do we get the water? :
London Chamber Orchestra for orchestra,young players / laptop ensemble : Rising Breath
with Stewart Collinson & Mike McInerney at Seeing Sound 2016 : Developing & presenting
family concerts (London Sinfonietta) exploring music & science : Leading the Fanfare project
for young composers (Royal Opera House) : Director, Link Ensemble (Britten Sinfonia) :
Performances with Supriya Nagarajan (Manasamitra) Lullabies project, Ultima Festival (Oslo),
at the Kamppi "Chapel of Silence" (Helsinki) anthem for the Choir of York Minster & orchestral
lullabies (Iceland Symphony Orchestra) : Duncan is currently involved in touring White Cane
(Salamanda Tandem) including performances for Spitalfields Music, HCMF & Firstsite Gallery.
: Duncan is also a contributor to courses at De Montfort & York Universities & external
examiner (Music & Communities) at Aberdeen University.
Lead ♓ Gold
The composer Trevor Wishart has talked about how the metaphors for musical composition
can evolve from those inspired by architecture to those of chemistry. Inspired by this powerful
idea I have been making a number of pieces that involve very slow, sometimes imperceptible
changes from one sonic state to another. Lead ♓ Gold :~is one of a series of pieces that use
the sonification of data to create drone compositions for installation and live performance.
Using frequencies generated from the atomic number, atomic mass, melting point and boiling
points of these two metals the piece is a gradual transformation from one state to the other.
All the sounds were created using Audiomulch.
Duncan Chapman 7/11/16

Simon Kilshaw
Simon Kilshaw is a composer, performer, sonic artist , songwriter, producer, software
designer, inventor and instrument builder, systems programmer, Digital Creator through
coding.
Simon invents new musical instruments using a wide variety of digital technologies, from
sensors and tracking hardware to pure coded environments, and composes new repertoire
for them. Simon has developed a range of instruments and compositional tools for the
creation of new musical works. In this way, Simon describes his research as "Digital Lutherie".
Simon's recent work has been in the development of bespoke audio system extensions for
the Unity Game Engine.
Simon is the Programme Director for Music Technology at University of Wales Trinity St
David. His work is inspired by the early 20th century pioneers of electronic noise machines,
particularly the Italian Futurist movement.
www.simonkilshaw.com
Cerebral Mutterings for Realtime Brainwaves
This piece can be regarded as a contemporary realisation of Alvin Lucier’s Music for Solo
Performer. In 1965 Lucier attached alpha wave sensors to his head, and used the electrical
impulses generated by his brain to trigger actuators attached to percussion instruments.
Cerebral Mutterings uses on EEG sensor to provide the composer with a set of data to be
“sonified in real time”. What you are hearing is a collection of pre~recorded vignettes of
internalised vocal sounds, offered up into the programmed system, where the brain can order,
reorder, manipulate, and spectro~morph the sonic material. No two performances of this
piece are ever the same.

Ben Osborn, Rachel Margetts, Bethan Lloyd
Aqua Rebecca
Rebecca Vaughan, née Asher, the wife of Welsh clergyman, alchemist and royalist soldier
Thomas Vaughan (Philalethes) and the sister~in~law of Metaphysical poet and translator of
hermetic texts Henry Vaughan, is a hidden figure in the history of alchemy, a secret within a
secret. We know through her husband's notebooks that she was at times equal partner, at
times leading thinker of their alchemical experiments even after her death (when he began to
write his journal upside~down) he signed off his entries with both of their initials. Aqua
Rebecca: A Phantasia for Rebecca Asher is a sound and text piece that tries to find her voice.
Role~reversing the descriptions of Rebecca from Thomas' dreams after her death (recorded
in his notebooks) alongside snippets of Henry Vaughan's poetry, two voices oscillate between
spoken and sung improvisation. Beneath the voices, live piano moves in alternating 2nds,
3rds and 4ths, taking inspiration from the alchemical reasoning of Maria Prophetessa: one
becomes two, two becomes three, and out of the third comes the fourth.
Text by Ben Osborn, Thomas Vaughan, Henry Vaughan
Rachel Margetts is an artist, composer, musician and writer from Durham, UK. Her works
explore the interplay between sound and image, with a specific focus upon social and political
context. She creates live audio~visual performances and installations as well as music,
sound~art and creative and critical writing. She runs the Open Music Laboratory in Berlin.
Bethan Lloyd is a singer, composer and experimental performer who specialises in Welsh
language songwriting and the rediscovery of old Welsh songs and melodies.
Ben Osborn is a composer, writer and sound designer. He is the resident composer of the
anglo~French company FellSwoop Theatre, and works for many other theatre companies in
the UK and internationally. He has won multiple awards for soundtracks, songs and sound
design for theatre.
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